
R. R. Sgarro PPL Bell Bend, LLC
Vice President-Nuclear Project Development Two North Ninth Street

Allentown, PA 18101-1179
Tel. 610.774.7552 Fax 610.774.2618
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April 17, 2014

ATTN: Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

BELL BEND NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO RAI ENV-28,
QUESTION 7318
BNP-2014-065 Docket No. 52-039

References: 1) T. Terry (NRC) to R. R. Sgarro (PPL Bell Bend, LLC), Final RAIs ENV-28,
e-mail dated February 12, 2014

2) BNP-2014-022, R. R. Sgarro (PPL Bell Bend, LLC) to U.S. NRC, "Response
to ER RAIs ENV-28 AND ENV-29," dated March 4, 2014

The purpose of this letter is to provide a PPL Bell Bend, LLC (PPL) supplemental response to
the Request for Additional Information (RAI) ENV-28, Question 7318 (References 1 and 2).
This supplement is in response to communications from the Bell Bend Consumptive Water Use
Audit held during the week of March 17, 2014. The supplemental response provides further
information on West Branch Susquehanna River water sources that could potentially be used to
satisfy SRBC CU mitigation requirements for the Montour alternative site.

Should you have questions, please contact the undersigned at 610.774.7552.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on April 17, 2014.

Respectfully,

Rocco R. rro

RRS/kw
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Ms. Laura Quinn-Willingham
Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Ms. Tomeka Terry
Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Ms. Paula Ballaron
Manager, Policy Implementation & Outreach
Susquehanna River Basin Commission
4423 N. Front Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110-1788

w/o Enclosure

Mr. William Dean
Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
2100 Renaissance Blvd., Suite 100
King of Prussia, PA 19406-2713
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Supplement to RAI No. 7318

The following provides supplemental information to PPL's response to NRC's RAI No 7318.
RAI 7318 requested that PPL provide information to address how SRBC's consumptive water
use (CU) mitigation requirements for up to 28 mgd1 of water could be satisfied at the alternative
Humboldt, Seedco and Montour sites. In its response PPL noted that CU mitigation alternatives
as identified for the Bell Bend site would also be directly applicable to the Seedco and Humboldt
sites. PPL also noted that its Rushton Mine could be used to satisfy a portion of the mitigation
requirement for a site located at Montour, and that multiple alternatives exist in the West Branch
Susquehanna River to provide the balance of CU mitigation water for the Montour site, including
water from abandoned mine drainage sources and/or third party limestone mines. However,
PPL provided no information on specific potential water sources to the NRC.

This supplement was prepared to provide further information on West Branch Susquehanna
River water sources that could potentially be used to satisfy SRBC CU mitigation requirements
for the Montour alternative site.

Background Information

In its letter dated December 28, 2012 (SRBC-2013-005) summarized its preliminary mitigation
requirements for the Bell Bend site including requirements for CU mitigation and passby flows.
On the basis of this letter PPL computed a total CU mitigation storage need of 2.873 billion
gallons of water that would provide an average of 22.1 mgd for a period of 130 days. SRBC
requirements for the alternative Montour site may be slightly different due to local streamflow
conditions and existing uses in that portion of the basin. However, for purposes of this analysis
of Montour CU alternatives PPL has assumed that the same mitigation requirements would
apply.

As noted in PPL's prior RAI 7318 response, PPL's Rushton Mine would be expected to provide
approximately 8.8 mgd of mitigation to a site located at Montour. This leaves a balance of 13.3
mgd (22.1-8.8) that must be provided from other West Branch Susquehanna River sources that
are situated in the basin at points above the intake of the Montour alternative site.

Potential Mitigation Sources

Studies have been undertaken by PPL and others of potential West Branch water sources that
could potentially be used to provide CU mitigation. PPL previously investigated mines under its
ownership including the Rushton Mine and Greenwich Mines located in the West Branch
Susquehanna River drainage. In May 2007 the PADEP completed a study of certain west
branch mines to identify potential mitigation sources for agricultural water use in the
Susquehanna River Basin (Reference 1).

Of the potential sites investigated, use of the PPL Greenwich North Mine, Gallitzin 10 Mine
(Reference 1), and the Hughes Mine (Reference 1), with an estimated combined total 130-day

1 PPL has applied to the SRBC to authorize a peak day use of 28 mgd. This amount includes a

contingency for metering error and a margin above expected use to ensure that an SRBC established
regulatory or permitting limit is not exceeded during plant operations. SRBC policy requires mitigation for
actual use for conditions as severe as the Drought of Record which has been conservatively estimated by
PPL to equal 22.1 mgd (average daily use) during an extended drought of record period (approximately
130 days).
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yield of 14.11 mgd, represent sites with practical development potential that would fully satisfy
the water needs of the alternative Montour site. It should be noted that other potential mine
sites are known to exist that may be available to serve the needs of the Montour alternative site,
however, no effort has been made to specifically identify sources beyond those identified in prior
studies. A summary description of each of the above identified three sites is provided in the
following paragraphs. A preliminary analysis of potential environmental impacts for each of
these mines is provided in the attached Table 1.

Greenwich North Mine

The Greenwich North Mine is currently owned by Pennsylvania Mines, LLC, an affiliate of PPL
Bell Bend, LLC. PPL has recently entered into an agreement to sell the Greenwich North and
South Mines to Rosebud Mining Corporation to facilitate potential future mining under the
Greenwich South Mine complex. The North Mine is currently flooded. Based on discussions
with Rosebud Mining 2 use of Greenwich North Mine water to serve CU mitigation needs remains
a viable option for the Montour site.

Preliminary studies of the Greenwich North Mine were prepared by Moody & Associates for PPL
in 2005. The Greenwich North Mine is located in Indiana County approximately 60 miles
southwest of the Rushton Mine. Cush Cushion Creek which is a tributary to the West Branch
Susquehanna River flows through the mine area. Cush Cushion Creek is classified as a "HQ-
CWF" stream in Chapter 93 of the Pennsylvania Code. The Greenwich North Mine was part of
a mine complex which included the Greenwich South Mine and 580 pocket directly to the south.
The South Mine and 580 Pocket are in the Allegheny River watershed and currently have a
discharge to Two Lick Creek. The Greenwich North Mine is shown in Figure 1.

Mine records indicate that a solid barrier exists between the North and South Mines. As a
result, pumping and discharge from the North Mine for CU mitigation is not expected to have
any impact on South Mine water levels or existing discharges to the Allegheny River watershed.

No facilities for the pumping and treating of mine water discharge currently exist at the North
Mine. A pumping and treatment plant would need to be constructed prior to discharge to Cush
Cushion Creek. The treatment facility could likely be constructed within existing mine
spoil/reclamation areas with no significant impact to existing terrestrial flora or fauna. The
facility would require an NPDES permit which would ensure that discharge water quality
satisfies existing and designated uses of the receiving stream.

All discharge from the mine (6.5 mgd, approximately 10 cfs) would add to the discharge to the
receiving stream (Cush Cushion Creek) during low flow periods. The watershed of Cush
Cushion Creek is approximately 12.5 square miles at its mouth in Cherry Tree, PA, which is
adjacent to the Greenwich North Mine. Based on a general review of watersheds of this size
median flows of roughly 10-15 cfs (1 cfs/sqmi is typical ) would be expected. During low flow
periods, equal to a P95 exceedance level, a streamflow in Cush Cushion Creek in the range of
1-2 cfs (0.1 to 0.2 cfs/sq mi is typical) would be expected. As a result, the addition of 10 cfs to
the creek during low flow periods could result in achieving a median flow level during low flow
periods which would be expected to be favorable to the aquatic ecosystem.

2 Personal communications with Rob Higbee, Rosebud Mining, April 2014.
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Gallitzin 10 Mine

The Gallitzin 10 Mine is an abandoned mine drainage source located in Cambria County, PA as
shown in Figure 2. The mine discharges into Clearfield Creek just upstream of the town of
Amsbry, PA. Consideration of the mine for use as CU mitigation was considered by the PADEP
in 2007 (Reference 1). The information provided below stems from that investigation.

Average discharge from the mine to Clearfield Creek has been estimated at 972 gpm
(approximately 2.2 cfs). Over 10 miles of the receiving stream is classified as impaired by the
EPA due to abandoned mine drainage sources in the basin including the Gallitzin 10 Mine.3

Additional mine drainage sources in the watershed include the Cresson 9, Gallitzin shaft, and
the Argyle/Stone Bridge mines. The SRBC has identified these three mines as potential
developments for CU mitigation in the basin (Reference 1). The design of treatment facilities for
these mines is currently in progress by the PADEP. Development of these sources for CU
mitigation could commence as early as 2015.4

Development of the Gallitzin 10 Mine would require a new pumping and treatment plant with a
discharge to Clearfield Creek as shown in Figure 3. The discharge would be subject to NPDES
permitting to ensure stream water quality. A CU mitigation discharge of approximately 3.04 mgd
(approximately 4.7 cfs) has been estimated during a 130-day drought period of record. The Q7-
10 flow of the receiving stream at the location of the expected discharge (2.8 sqmi watershed)
has been estimated at 0.3 cfs based on an analysis data from the USGS gage at Dimeling, PA
(No.01541500). Median flow is estimated at approximately 6.5 cfs. Separate development of
the Cresson 9/Gallitzin Shaft/Argyle/Stone Bridge mines would be expected to increase this flow
at points below the Gallitzin 10 Mine discharge by as much as 5.7 mgd (8.8 cfs) during CU
mitigation periods. The combined impacts of these flow increases would be expected to
substantially improve habitat during low flow periods.

Mine studies also considered the potential impact of mine drawdown on nearby water supply
uses. Door-to-door surveys were conducted to identify and characterize water supply wells
above the Gallitzin 10 Mine. A total of 15 private water supply wells were identified, and studies
concluded that drawdown of the Gallitzin 10 mine for CU mitigation would likely impact these
wells either in terms of reduced yield or a change in water quality. Development of this mine
source would therefore also likely involve mitigation of impacts to surrounding private water
supply wells.

Hughes Mine

The Hughes Mine is an abandoned mine drainage source located in Cambria County, PA just
northeast of Portage, PA as shown in Figure 4. The mine is located in the Allegheny River
basin in the Little Conemaugh River watershed just west of the Susquehanna River Basin
divide. Consideration of the mine for use as CU mitigation was considered by the PADEP in
2007 (Reference 1). The information provided below stems from that investigation.

The Hughes Mine presently discharges into the Little Conemaugh River. Average discharge
has been estimated to be 755 gpm (approximately 1.7 cfs). The nearest USGS gage (No.

3

http://files.dep.state.pa.us/Water/Drinkinq/%20Water%/20and%20Facilitv%20Requlation/WaterQualityPort
alFiles/201 2%201nteqrated%2OList/2012%2OStreams%2OCate-qorv%205.pdf
4 Personal communication with P. Ballaron, SRBC, April 2014.
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03041000) is located downstream at East Conemaugh PA. The median discharge at this gage
location is 542 cfs. The Q7-1 0 receiving stream flow at the USGS gage location has been
estimated at 32 cfs.

Development of the Hughes Mine would consist of redirecting the mine discharge to the
Susquehanna River basin via the construction of a pumping, pipeline, and treatment system
with the discharge into Clearfield Creek adjacent to the proposed location of the Cresson 9,
Agyle/Stonebridge, Galilitzin Shaft treatment facility which is shown in Figure 5. The discharge
would be subject to NPDES permitting to ensure stream water quality. The mine would be
expected to provide an average discharge of 4.57 mgd (approximately 7 cfs) of new water to
Clearfield Creek during low flow periods. The project would result in the restoration of
approximately 2.5 miles of the Little Conemaugh River due to the removal of the untreated
discharge in that basin. The project would also increase flows to the Clearfield Creek basin
during low flow periods which would be of benefit to receiving stream uses (see Gallitzin 10
Mine for information on Clearfield Creek flow data.).

Preliminary analysis of public and private water supplies above the Hughes Mine was
performed. Some areas above the Hughes Mine are served by a public water system. A total
of 40 private water supply wells were identified during a door-to-door survey. Based on
available information there appears to be an adequate hydraulic barrier between the mine and
these wells to prevent any significant impacts due to lowering of the mine pool. It has also been
determined that an adequate factor of safety appears to exist with regard to potential
subsidence in the areas overlying the mine.

Project Impact Summary

The attached Table 1 summarizes expected impacts associated with the development and
operation of the Greenwich North, Gallitzin 10, and Hughes Mines as sources of CU mitigation
for the Montour Alternative site.

References

1) Final Report, Phase I SRB Low Flow Mine Storage and Treatment Project Evaluation,
Volumes 1 and 2, prepared for PADEP Bureau of Abandoned Mines by GAI Consultants
Inc. GAI Project Number C060164.10, May 2007.
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TABLE 1 - Expected Impacts of CU Mitigation from the Greenwich North, Gallitzin 10, and Hughes Mines

Resource/impact Area Greenwich North Mine I Gallitzin 10 Mine I Hughes Mine
Temporary Construction Temporary impacts associated with construction of pumping facilities, pipelines, treatment plants and discharge

structures are all expected to be small. Noise would not be expected to an issue during construction as areas near
the mines are not heavily populated. Final site selection and facility layouts would be selected to minimize and
avoid sensitive resources. Soil erosion would be controlled through appropriate permitting and BMP's. The
construction of facilities would be ex ected to provide limited temporary em loyment opportunities.

Terrestrial Much of the Greenwich North Mine Preliminary siting of the Gallitzin 10 Preliminary siting of the Hughes Mine
area consists of reclaimed mine Mine treatment facility is on treatment facility is located in a
lands. Facility siting would seek to agricultural lands off of Wild Wood wooded area along Vale Wood Road.
avoid any sensitive habitat. As a Lane. Some loss of farming would No preliminary routing of a pipeline to
result terrestrial impacts are be expected. Terrestrial impacts the treatment plant has been
expected to be small. would be expected to be small. proposed, however, avoidance and

minimization of impacts to any
sensitive habitat along a pipeline route
would be expected. Nevertheless,
much of the land area in the vicinity of
the proposed treatment facility is
wooded. As a result, impacts to
terrestrial habitat would be expected
to be moderate.

Aquatic The discharge from the Greenwich The discharge from the Gallitzin 10 The discharge from the Hughes Mine
Mine during low flow periods would Mine would be to Clearfield Creek, would also be to Clearfield Creek, an
be to Cush Cushion Creek which an impaired waterway. The impaired waterway. The discharge
would be expected to be beneficial discharge would be expected to be would be expected to be favorable to
to aquatic habitat. favorable to aquatic habitat in terms aquatic habitat in terms of both quality

of both quality and quantity during and quantity during low flow periods.
low flow periods.

Redirecting the existing mine seep
from the Little Conemaugh River
watershed would be expected to
eliminate a pollution source in that
basin at the expense of some loss of
flow. The cumulative impact to the
Little Conernaugh River is expected to
be small or favorable.
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Recreational The West Branch Susquehanna Due to its impaired status any Due to its impaired status any impacts
River Water Trail begins in Cherry impacts to existing recreational uses to existing recreational uses of
Tree, PA5. Increased flows from of Clearfiled Creek are expected to Clearfield Creek are expected to be
the Greenwich Mine into Cush be minimal. Increased flows during minimal. Increased flows during low
Cushion Creek would be expected low flow periods would be expected flow periods would be expected to
to be favorable to recreational to favorable to designated stream favorable to designated stream uses.
boating uses of the West Branch uses.
Susquehanna River.

Socioeconomic At all three sites temporary construction may provide opportunities for temporary employment. Treatment plant
operations would be expected to create one to three fulltime employment opportunities. Lime use at the treatment
facilities would likely be derived from local sources (eg., Graymont Mines) which would beneficial to the regional
economy.

Water Supply No impacts to nearby private or Private water supply wells above the Analysis suggests that an adequate
public water supplies would be Gallitzen 10 Mine would likely be hydraulic barrier exists between the
expected. impacted to some degree by mine Hughes Mine and nearby private and

drawdown. Mitigation of these public water supplies. As a result, no
impacts would have to be impacts are anticipated.
undertaken. The level of expected
impact would be considered
moderate.

Cumulative Development of all three mine Development of the Gallitzin 10 and Hughes Mines, and separate
sources in addition to Rushton Mine development of the Cresson 9/Gallitzin Shaft/Argyle/Stoney Brook Mines by
would be expected to improve flow others would be expected to cumulatively benefit Clearfield Creek.
conditions along the West Brach
Susquehanna River at points above
the Montour intake.

5 http://www.baygateways.net/activities.cfm?id=21
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FIGURE 1
Greenwich North Mine Location
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